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Chapter 11: The wider implications of funerary diversity 

 

‘We must not fear that the omnipotence of God cannot recall all the particles that have 

been consumed by fire or by beast, or dissolved into dust and ashes, or decomposed 

into water, or evaporated into air’  

(St Augustine of Hippo trans. Bettensen 2003: 1062) 

 

     In the previous chapter all current evidence for the treatment of the dead in 

Atlantic Scotland during the long Iron Age was drawn together, demonstrating the 

extent of our archaeological information on this subject, and revealing the extremely 

diverse set of funerary rites that were practised by communities during this period. 

Clearly, this new picture of mortuary behaviour has broader implications in terms of 

our understanding of the daily actions and beliefs of the inhabitants of Atlantic 

Scotland, and the nature of wider society during the Iron Age.  

 

 

11.1: Death and belief 

 

      Death in human communities is very rarely separated from religious belief; indeed, 

funerary treatment is generally among the most heavily ritualised activities in human 

society (Kaliff 2007: 76). Unfortunately, no written evidence is available about the 

specific ideas that Iron Age communities in Atlantic Scotland held surrounding death 

and the afterlife, but it may be possible to gain some insight into these cosmologies 
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from a close analysis of mortuary behaviour. Although often considered a difficult 

subject to approach through archaeological evidence alone, the beliefs that survivors 

held would have directly influenced the funerary actions which are visible in the 

archaeological record (Nilsson Stutz 2003: 321). 

 

11.1.1: Attitudes towards the bodies of the dead 

    Archaeological evidence suggests that the fate of the dead body was considered very 

important in Iron Age Atlantic Scotland; the ways in which human remains were used 

in domestic contexts alone in this period suggests that the potential symbolic power of 

these remains was well appreciated. The range of alternative funerary treatments used 

throughout the long Iron Age need not suggest varying degrees of concern for the 

bodies of the dead, but rather that the power of human remains could be exploited 

and expressed in different ways. In turn, this may indicate changing attitudes towards 

the physical remains of the dead during the period under study.  

     The ‘soul’ or non-mortal part of the person is in most societies thought to leave the 

body after death, and the correct method of treatment of the corpse is usually 

designed to facilitate this transition. In Hinduism, for example, complete cremation of 

the body is required in order for the soul to be freed; in Zoroastrianism, the natural 

decomposition of the corpse needs to be seen to have been accomplished before the 

journey to the other world is complete; in Ancient Egypt, the perfect preservation of 

the living form through mummification was thought to be most beneficial for the dead 

(Kaliff 2007: 87-93). Most funerary treatments can be divided into these three basic 

methods of dealing with the corpse: its destruction, fragmentation, or intact 

preservation (Fig. 11.1). 
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Fig. 11.1: Mortuary treatments associated with different attitudes to the dead body; 

elements in bold are identifiable archaeologically, elements in italics are hypothesised 

for Iron Age Atlantic Scotland 

 

      As discussed in chapter 10, it seems likely that some form of destructive,  

archaeologically invisible funerary rite was practised during the long Iron Age in several 

parts of Atlantic Scotland, particularly during the Early Iron Age from which very few 

human remains have survived. This might suggest that complete destruction of the 

body was felt to be desirable in terms of the transition of the dead to the afterlife. 

Although the inevitable lack of archaeological evidence restricts further investigation 

of this belief system, exposure may have been the most widespread destructive 

funerary rite, and would have made the process of decomposition slow and visible, 

perhaps adding to its symbolic power (Brück 1995: 261). Destruction of the body by 

cremation also occurred in Atlantic Scotland, and represents a different process; the 

destruction is in this case fast and controlled, rather than slow and natural. Some 
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burnt remains also seem to have been recovered and buried, which may have been 

viewed as a form of bodily preservation rather than complete destruction. 

      We have plentiful evidence from the Middle Iron Age onwards for the practice of 

fragmentation of human bodies, most notably in the disarticulated and partially 

articulated remains found on domestic sites. These must have been recovered from 

either graves or accessible decomposing bodies. Would this practice have conflicted 

with a widespread belief in the importance of the complete destruction of the corpse 

suggested by the use of an archaeologically invisible funerary rite, or the preservation 

of the body implied by inhumation burial? If so, was this use of human remains 

focused on the bodies of enemies or outsiders, or was the fate of the souls of relatives 

and ancestors put in jeopardy by the separation and retention of parts of their 

skeleton? This is a dilemma that some societies have been able to solve theologically: 

the fragmentation of Christian saints’ bodies to obtain relics should technically be seen 

as disrespectful and to put their physical resurrection in jeopardy, but the saintly lives 

of these individuals are thought to exempt them from these concerns (Scott 2008). 

    Chapman has suggested a widespread focus on the fragmentation of human remains 

in prehistory, which would have allowed the circulation of bones in order to 

strengthen social ties (Chapman 2000: 6-7). The fragmentation of bodies may have 

been considered ‘an essential element of the ongoing cycle of death and the 

regeneration of life’ (Brück 2001: 149); a beneficial practice for both the living and the 

dead. These ideas are supported by the abundant evidence for the deposition of 

disarticulated remains on domestic sites in Atlantic Scotland, and over much of the rest 

of Iron Age Europe, and would support the idea of a public, controlled process of 
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decomposition during which bodies could be accessed, and then left exposed to be 

naturally fragmented and eventually destroyed.  

     Practices involving the preservation of the whole body can, however, also be seen 

emerging in several parts of Atlantic Scotland during the Middle Iron Age, both in the 

appearance of formal inhumation in the north west and the increasingly common 

deposition of whole bodies onto domestic and ritual sites. The use of stone cists in 

nearly half of Iron Age formal inhumations, and some whole bodies on settlements, 

suggests the emphasis being placed on the physical protection of the corpse in these 

rites. It is possible that the deposition of intact individuals marked a change in beliefs 

surrounding the fate of the dead, in which the preservation of the body was thought to 

be important; that these individuals were part of a minority belief system with 

different funerary rules. The relatively small number of whole inhumations recovered 

from Middle and Late Iron Age Atlantic Scotland would, however, suggest that this 

new set of ideas cannot have been widespread, and larger cemeteries, which might 

represent the burial ground of a discrete religious group, remain rare. 

     It is also apparent that in several areas, intact, individual deposition appears to be 

directly contemporary with the fragmentation of human bodies. The removal of bones 

from some inhumations most obviously seems to contradict a desire for complete 

preservation, but may not have been intended by those who carried out the 

inhumation. Disarticulated bones are, however, frequently found on the same 

domestic sites as whole bodies, and were even placed into some formal burials. It 

seems almost certain that these remains were added by those carrying out the 

inhumation or utilising the settlement, and this seems to show an interesting 

combination of attitudes to the dead body present within a single community. It is not 
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clear which of these funerary treatments might have been perceived to be most 

desirable, assuming that modern perceptions of what is respectful to the dead may not 

have applied in prehistory.  

     The fragmentation and destruction of bodies shown by the deposition of 

disarticulated remains and the use of archaeologically invisible funerary rites do, 

however, seem to stretch across most of the long Iron Age and throughout Atlantic 

Scotland, while intact deposition appears to have been an infrequent occurrence. This 

suggests that it was the individuals deposited whole who were being most dramatically 

separated out from traditional funerary treatment in many areas. It is possible that this 

distinction was made on the grounds of religious difference, high or special status, or 

perceived social deviance. Whatever the selection mechanism, this unusual mortuary 

treatment must have isolated individuals from the rest of their community in death, 

perhaps even preventing their journey to the afterlife, while their bodies may have 

been used by the living to mark claims to the land, reaffirm connections with past 

inhabitants, or add more ritual power to a particular location.  

 

11.1.2: The place of the dead in domestic life – a ‘cult of the ancestors’? 

     Human remains were placed onto settlements through much of the long Iron Age in 

Atlantic Scotland. Though many of these deposits were made on sites that had already 

been abandoned, a significant proportion were placed onto domestic sites during their 

construction or occupation. Proximity between the living and the dead seems in these 

cases to have been actively sought, presumably due to the substantial symbolic power 

of human remains. The final deposition of disarticulated and articulated human 

remains in contexts ranging from floors to walls, entranceways, boundary ditches and 
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outbuildings, must have been perceived to provide some positive benefit to the 

settlement and community, such as fertility, security or prosperity. Human remains 

were not the only material used in these deposits, but clearly formed an important 

part of this tradition.  

       The method by which disarticulated human remains were chosen and recovered 

for domestic deposition remains unknown. Headhunting and trophy taking, in which 

the body parts of enemies were obtained through violent warfare or more 

surreptitious raiding of burial or excarnation grounds, is a possibility in this period - 

certainly we have no reason to assume that Atlantic Scotland was an entirely peaceful 

region during the long Iron Age. Little evidence of peri-mortem trauma has been 

recorded on human remains found on domestic sites, however, and there is no a priori 

reason to assume that the fragmentation and retention of body parts was disrespectful 

or violent. Veneration and violation can both result in unusual funerary treatment, and 

leave very similar traces on human remains (Duncan 2005: 207-8). 

       If these remains were those of members of the in-group, were they being retrieved 

from particular individuals, perhaps high status or widely respected ‘ancestors’? It has 

been argued that the term ‘ancestors’ is overused in descriptions of prehistoric religion 

(e.g. Whitley 2002), but the retention and deposition of parts of the dead within 

domestic sites in Atlantic Scotland must surely be explained in terms of the residual 

magical or symbolic power these bones were thought to contain. Whether this power 

could be increased by the living status of the individual to whom they had once 

belonged, or was simply drawn from their place among a more general community of 

the dead, is uncertain, and would clearly have depended on the method by which 
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human remains were retrieved. The frequent use of juvenile remains, however, seems 

to make the identification of these individuals as ancestors less likely. 

     It is possible that the separation of body parts was seen to have a negative impact 

upon the dead as well as a positive purpose for the living. This action may have 

trapped a part of the soul of the dead in the world of the living, as is believed to be the 

case when bones are removed from Tibetan exposure grounds for magical use 

(Malville 2005: 197), and perhaps also in the case of the artificially preserved bog 

bodies (Taylor 2003: 165). Equally, however, the fragmentation of dead bodies may 

have been considered necessary for the transition of the soul to the afterlife, and the 

removal of bones could have formed a complimentary part of this rite. As mentioned 

above, it could instead have been intact deposition which interrupted this normal 

funerary process. 

     The longevity of the practice of depositing human remains onto settlements in 

Atlantic Scotland is striking; it appears to have withstood even the social changes of 

the Late Iron Age, including the appearance of Christianity, a religion which would have 

expressly opposed all traditional ritual activities focused on the household even if it did 

not immediately prescribe the correct treatment of the dead. The gradual 

abandonment of the practice of domestic deposition of human remains after the end 

of the long Iron Age may be explained in terms of the growth of orthodox Christian 

belief, but the reasons behind the appearance of this tradition in the Early Iron Age are 

less obvious. 

      Some of the earliest deposits of human remains appear to have been placed into 

monumental Atlantic roundhouses at Howe and Bu in Orkney, and it is possible that 

the rise of this new building tradition, which for the first time involved the dramatic 
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display of domestic structures in the landscape of Atlantic Scotland, involved a shift in 

attitudes surrounding domestic life. The ritualisation of Atlantic roundhouses, partly by 

the incorporation of the remains of the dead into their very structure, may reflect the 

dominance over all aspects of life and death that this new settlement form came to 

hold. The combination of ritual and practical functions within a domestic space is no 

longer thought to have been unusual in prehistory, perhaps especially in the case of 

‘big houses’ which would have required communal construction and an element of 

communal use even if they were inhabited by only a smaller group (Bradley 2005: 65). 

As the largest and most impressive structures in the landscape, Atlantic roundhouses 

would have formed a natural focus for ritual activities; indeed, this may have been one 

of the reasons for their construction.  

 

11.1.3: The placement of the dead within the landscape  

     Parker Pearson has argued that the ‘placing of the dead within the landscape 

conforms to a symbolic map of the social order’ (1993: 206). This highlights the way in 

which the geography of funerary behaviour can shed light on the makeup of wider 

society, as well as reflecting the beliefs of past communities, which would have been 

embedded in the landscapes they inhabited. 

      As discussed above, domestic sites were an important focus of ritualised activity 

throughout the Iron Age in Atlantic Scotland, perhaps particularly during the Middle 

Iron Age when monumental roundhouse architecture reached its most developed 

stage. During the Late Iron Age a large number of human remains continued to be 

placed into these earlier settlements, which were either being inhabited in an altered 

form or were abandoned, but which would have remained obvious features in the 
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landscape. Wheelhouses rarely seem to have been used for the deposition of human 

remains during the Late Iron Age, perhaps because they would not have been visible in 

this way. This continued use of abandoned settlements seems to have been driven 

both by their continuing domination of the landscape and by the association of these 

monuments with their past inhabitants. 

      Domestic sites are, however, not the only identifiable locations of ritualised activity 

in Atlantic Scotland. The use of natural caves or rock shelters for the deposition of 

human remains can be recognised at three sites in Skye and mainland Argyll; Fiskavaig, 

High Pasture Cave and MacArthur Cave. The use of natural features such as springs 

and woodland glades for religious ceremonies has been somewhat problematically 

associated with ‘Celtic’ peoples throughout Iron Age Europe (Webster 1997), but these 

three sites support an argument that particular locations - difficult to access, in a 

liminal position between the land and the sea or above and below ground – performed 

a similar role in Iron Age Atlantic Scotland. The ritual site at Mine Howe, although not 

focused on a cave, again involved a subterranean element in the shaft dug into the 

centre of a mound, a structure that has been compared with the human alterations at 

High Pasture Cave (Birch 2009).  

     The importance of the sea also appears to be reflected in the placement of 

inhumations, all of which have been found near to the coastline. It seems likely that an 

association between the coast and the dead arose from the great symbolic importance 

of the sea to communities in this period. The shore may have shared with caves and 

ritual shafts a perception as a place ‘where the outer world communicates with the 

depths’ (Bradley 2000: 27), where the natural and supernatural met, which made it 

particularly suitable for funerary activities. 
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     A number of coastal Middle Iron Age and Late Iron Age inhumations seem to have 

been used to make a landscape statement away from settlements. The majority of 

cairn burials are found in Caithness or Sutherland and date to the Late Iron Age, but 

two are also known from Shetland and three from Orkney. Burial mounds were a 

feature of earlier Bronze Age and Neolithic funerary treatment, and are frequently 

interpreted in terms of status, power, and claims to the land: the obvious placement of 

the dead on a particular area is a clear signal of territoriality. It has been argued that 

the monumental architecture that arose from the Early Iron Age in Atlantic Scotland 

was a response to renewed or increased competition over land (Armit 1996: 134), and 

cairn burials may have played a similar role in the later Iron Age landscape. The re-use 

of earlier burial cairns for some Iron Age cremation burials may show a further 

dimension to this message; the wish both to monumentalise the recently dead and 

express a relationship with the long dead.  

      The placement of human remains within domestic sites in Atlantic Scotland 

highlights the multi-dimensional ways in which these locations were used, and their 

symbolic importance for communities during the long Iron Age. Similarly, the 

deposition of human remains along the shore, in caves and subterranean chambers, 

and within the ruins of earlier settlements and burial monuments, reveals a pattern of 

ritualised perception of these places. Human remains were utilised to add to the 

power of these significant points within the landscape. 

 

11.1.4: The influence of Christianity 

     The appearance of Christianity in Atlantic Scotland, which is traditionally associated 

with the foundation of Iona in the late 6th century, introduced a formal and externally 
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organised religion in Atlantic Scotland for the first time. Given that written sources 

provide a good account of the views that the Early Christian church was supposed to 

hold on death, funerary treatment and the afterlife, it would be reasonable to expect 

the introduction of this new religion to have resulted in the first easily recognisable 

and interpretable funerary traditions in Atlantic Scotland.  

     This does not, however, appear to be the case. Christian inhumations are very 

difficult to differentiate from other simple inhumation burials, and it is impossible to 

know how many of the inhumations so far recovered from Atlantic Scotland and dated 

to the 7th or 8th centuries AD were those of individuals who held Christian beliefs. So 

far no examples of recognisably Christian grave goods have been discovered, and 

although cross-marked stones have been found at two of the sites included in this 

study, Ardnadam and St Ninian’s Isle (Fig. 11.2), and at many other sites in Atlantic 

Scotland, it is not certain that any of these marked Iron Age, rather than later, 

inhumations. West-east orientation is present in around 37% of inhumation burials 

dating to after 400 AD, but this does not mark a significant increase from the preceding 

period (see Chapter 8). Churchyard burial would provide the only clear indication of 

orthodox Christianity, but few such sites have yet been recognised.  

     It is also notable that alternative and apparently non-Christian funerary treatments, 

including the deposition of fragmented human remains on domestic sites and 

cremation burial, were still in use in several areas of Atlantic Scotland between AD 600 

and 800. Can this lack of evidence of early Christian mortuary practice be used to infer 

a slow process of conversion during the Late Iron Age? 
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Fig. 11.2: Cross-marked stones, possible grave markers, from St Ninian’s Isle, Shetland 

(Barrowman 2003: 56) 

  

     Although the medieval church was later to press the idea of the importance of the 

preservation of the individual body as a prerequisite for physical resurrection (Alcock 

2003: 64), this view took time to develop, as the opening quote to this chapter 

demonstrates. The early Christian church may not have been as immediately 

concerned with controlling funerary behaviour as lifestyle, and mortuary treatment 

may not therefore be the clearest indicator of the process of conversion. Although all 

of northern Britain was technically Christian by AD 800, contemporary writers 

generally describe only elite or mass conversions. Many ordinary communities were 

probably not living fully Christian lifestyles during this period, with missionaries 
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tolerating a range of pagan practices (Woolf 2007: 14). Funerary treatment and 

domestic ritual may have been spheres in which earlier traditions survived until well 

beyond the end of the Iron Age.  

 

 

11.2: Death and society 

 

      As well as bringing belief to the fore, death clearly has important social 

consequences; the loss of a community member, changing social roles for surviving 

relatives, the need to redistribute property and so on. These factors can impact upon 

funerary treatment, resulting in the expectation of a costly funeral, or the elaboration 

and memorialisation of the grave for social display.  The different methods of funerary 

treatment practised in the region under study, as well as indicating complex and 

perhaps differing belief systems, may reflect some of these more social concerns.  

 

11.2.1: Status and power 

       The nature of social organisation in Iron Age Atlantic Scotland has occasioned 

considerable debate, with nearly all arguments focusing on the settlement evidence 

(e.g. Armit 2002; Sharples and Parker Pearson 1997). Although the monumental 

Atlantic roundhouses clearly required considerable resources to build, it is unclear to 

what degree this effort was orchestrated by a powerful elite, or undertaken by a wider 

community. Analysis of the treatment of the dead could potentially help to address 

this issue, by examining individual, rather than group, status and power.  
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    It has been argued that in most prehistoric societies ‘variation in practice…would 

more likely follow from status differences than from differing views of death’ (Wason 

1994: 68). From this perspective, the variety of funerary rites in use in some areas of 

Atlantic Scotland would suggest marked social differentiation. However, this assumes a 

lack of pluralism of belief in Iron Age societies that may not be the case. It is also very 

difficult to identify obviously ‘high status’ or ‘low status’ mortuary practices in Atlantic 

Scotland, even in areas where a wide range of rites were in contemporary use. 

    As was discussed in Chapter 10, we appear to be missing archaeological evidence for 

the funerary treatment of the vast majority of the population of Iron Age Atlantic 

Scotland, which obviously restricts detailed analysis of social differentiation in death 

within this society. If, however, we can presume the existence of an archaeologically 

invisible mortuary rite such as sea-burial or exposure, could this in itself tell us 

something about prevailing social conditions?  

    It has been argued that excarnation of the dead is an egalitarian rite, ensuring that 

the remains of all members of society are commingled, joining the dead into a single 

group (Croucher 2006: 28). This may be simplistic, however; the remains of all 

members of society may not have been excarnated together, in the same location or 

by the same method. We are also missing any evidence of the activities or rites that 

would have preceded final deposition, such as a funeral ceremony, in which social 

differences may have been clearly marked. The complete destruction of the body after 

death may not necessarily have been incompatible with a recognition of the 

importance of particular individuals during life. 

     The disarticulated human remains found on domestic sites provide another source 

of information on this subject. These remains appear to represent a wide demographic 
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group, from infants to the relatively elderly, and including both sexes. This might 

suggest that they were recovered from locations in which a large proportion of the 

general population, if not the entire community, underwent some form of protected 

decomposition. The bodies from which bones were removed for domestic deposition 

would presumably then have joined the majority of the dead in complete exposure, or 

an alternative rite that entailed the destruction of the corpse. It would be hard to 

argue that any of these bodies retained the individual status of the individuals they 

had once belonged to after this treatment. If the power of disarticulated human 

remains was thought to derive from their place in a general community of the dead, a 

part representing the whole, this might well suggest a relatively egalitarian 

organisation of living society. 

      In contrast, whole bodies placed on settlements, which must have been separated 

out from the normal funerary rite at death, were predominantly adult, and a few 

factors such as the high level of dental caries among these individuals suggest that 

they may have represented an unusual social group. These deposits seem linked to the 

disarticulated remains, however, in that their deposition is thought to have primarily 

provided a positive benefit for the living, rather than honouring the dead; the 

apparently casual or even violent treatment of some of these bodies (see Chapter 7) 

suggests that this treatment may even have had negative social connotations. 

      Cremation burials seem to provide the clearest example of a possible high status 

funerary treatment in Iron Age Atlantic Scotland, both in terms of the labour and 

resources involved in cremating a corpse, the visible and dramatic nature of this 

ceremony, and the final placement of these remains. The use of a marked landscape 

feature, often involving the appropriation of a past burial monument, could be 
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interpreted as an attempt to legitimise a new power structure (Lucy 1992: 96-8). 

Though few, cremation burials may therefore provide the firmest evidence of the 

existence of particular powerful individuals, for whom different and more elaborate 

funerary treatment was thought suitable. This form of bodily transformation might 

suggest a different belief system held by a minority group within Atlantic Scotland, but 

this group must have had the power to mobilise the necessary resources, as well as 

claiming the right to re-use earlier funerary monuments. 

      Inhumation burial does not necessarily require more effort or resources than 

sending bodies out to sea, exposure or cremation burial, despite leaving a more 

permanent archaeological trace, as the larger part of effort and expenditure is likely to 

have been focused on the funerary ceremony preceding final deposition. The 

widespread use of stone cists among inhumations in Atlantic Scotland suggests that 

this form of grave elaboration was not an indicator of elite status, and may have been 

driven more by a desire to protect the individual body after death. Cairn burials are 

more rarely found, would have required additional effort to construct, and may reflect 

an attempt to assert the power of a particular individual or group. Finally, only a few 

inhumations in Atlantic Scotland included grave goods, the traditional archaeological 

standby for discussions of social hierarchy, and it would be rash to equate the 

provision of these items with high status. The items of personal jewellery found 

accompanying six female inhumations in this region do, however, seem to be one 

possible social indicator.  

     The over-representation of adult women in inhumation burials is interesting, and 

may provide fertile ground for future debates about social status in Atlantic Scotland 

and other areas where this pattern appears. Although there seems to be no firm 
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foundation for the suggestion that ‘Pictish’ society was matrilineal (Fraser 2009: 53), 

there is no reason to assume that women did not hold an equal or even a dominant 

position within Iron Age communities. At present, however, it is unclear whether 

formal inhumation can be equated with a particular social status. It has been pointed 

out that ‘the dead do not bury themselves’ (Parker Pearson 2005: 3) and the decision 

to afford inhumation to individual women may have been more to do with the social 

strategies of the living than the status of the dead. In addition, the impetus behind this 

choice of funerary treatment may have been changing beliefs surrounding the human 

body, perhaps linked to a new recognition of the importance of personal identity. 

 

11.2.2: Personhood and identity 

      Although in modern cemeteries individual burial seems natural, the importance 

placed on personal identity in the modern west has often been assumed, rather than 

proven, to have existed in past societies (Sofaer 2006: 43). This idea clearly cannot be 

as easily applied to the communal burial traditions of many prehistoric groups, and 

perhaps especially to open exposure grounds, where the bodies of the dead inevitably 

became physically intermingled after decomposition. It is difficult to see how a strong 

belief in individual identity that transcended death could have been compatible with 

the dissolution of the body entailed in destructive exposure (Croucher 2006: 28). 

     Whether or not communities in Iron Age Atlantic Scotland generally exposed their 

dead, the recovery of bones for use and deposition within domestic sites seems to 

demonstrate that fragmentation of the individual body was practised. The recovery of 

these human remains could have been designed to appropriate the power of particular 

individuals only if these bodies were easily identifiable or separated out from the rest 
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of the dead at an early stage in the mortuary process. It appears more likely, however, 

that the power of human remains was perceived to be general, drawn from the wider 

community of the dead. This would account for the frequent use of the remains of 

juvenile remains, whose individual status during life may have been insignificant.  

      The less frequent placement of whole bodies on domestic sites, the vast majority of 

which appear to be adults, differs from the use of disarticulated remains in retaining 

the physical presence of a particular individual in the world of the living. As discussed 

above, it does not seem that this form of funerary treatment was perceived as high 

status, but it is possible that these individuals had held an unusual role within the living 

community that resulted in their separation out from normal mortuary treatment after 

their death. In a sense, therefore, the domestic deposition of whole bodies may show 

an appreciation of personal identity not apparent in the more indiscriminate use of 

disarticulated remains. 

     Formal inhumation appears to be a very different funerary tradition from those that 

involved the destruction and fragmentation of the body, entailing the separation and 

preservation of the body of a single individual after death. A marked grave provides a 

focus for continued remembrance, and it has been argued that a move to formal burial 

indicates ‘a growing assertion of the individual, particularly certain individuals, over 

the group’ (Wason, 1994: 92). The inhumation burials found to date to the Iron Age in 

Atlantic Scotland seem to show more care and effort in deposition than the whole 

bodies placed onto settlement sites, but rarely form part of cemeteries, and it remains 

likely that the choice of this rite was thought to be beneficial for the living, rather than 

the dead; that individuals were chosen for this unusual rite, rather than choosing it. 
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Was it the personality and identity of these individuals that was considered different 

or important enough for them to be accorded formal inhumation?  

     Artefactual evidence suggests an increase in personal ornamentation in Atlantic 

Scotland during the Late Iron Age (Fig. 11.3), which may be linked to a developing idea 

of individual status and identity after the perhaps more communal focus of society 

during the preceding Middle Iron Age (Armit 1990: 195-7). This period also saw a 

decline in the monumental architecture of Atlantic roundhouses, and of the decorative 

pottery traditions of the Western Isles which have again been associated with a focus 

on group activities and family life. All of these changes may provide clues to a changing 

perception of the community and personhood in this period. The rise of individualism, 

and particularly the increasing power of a few members of society, could feasibly have 

affected funerary treatment, leading to the bodies of important individuals being 

separated out after death and preserved within the landscape rather than receiving 

destructive, communal funerary treatment. 

 

Fig. 11.3: Sword chapes from the St Ninian’s Isle hoard (Laing and Laing 1993: Plate 1) 
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     It should be remembered, however, that inhumation burial first appeared in 

Atlantic Scotland during the last few centuries BC, considerably before these wider 

changes in material culture and architecture became apparent. If the inhumation rite 

can be equated with a changing appreciation of the importance of personhood, this 

growing focus on the individual can be seen to have occurred at different times 

throughout Atlantic Scotland, perhaps spreading to new areas along with an increased 

focus on personal ornamentation during the Late Iron Age. 

 

11.2.3: Different groups in society? 

     Atlantic Scotland, though often discussed as one region by archaeologists, was 

clearly not united as a single social or political entity during the long Iron Age. Rather, 

it seems that the various island groups and mainland areas of Atlantic Scotland were to 

some extent independent, although not necessarily divided into the neat regional 

tribal groups recorded by classical authors. Orkney, for example, appears to have had 

its own king by the mid first millennium AD, and the power to establish independent 

trading rights and political agreements, a characterisation reinforced by a reference to 

an Orcadian sub-regulus present at the Pictish court in the 6th-7th century AD (Fraser 

2009: 66, 345). Incidentally, these sources suggest a considerable degree of social 

complexity in at least some regions of Atlantic Scotland during the middle to later Iron 

Age. It is entirely probable that differing social and belief systems would have 

prevailed among the separate areas of Atlantic Scotland, which might be expected to 

be reflected in varied mortuary traditions.  

      It is difficult, however, to identify clearly separate regional traditions in funerary 

treatment during the Iron Age in Atlantic Scotland. For the Early Iron Age, there is 
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simply too little evidence available, and it would be dangerous to assume that similar 

archaeologically invisible funerary rites were in use in each area. The Middle Iron Age 

provides the clearest indicator of regional variation in mortuary behaviour, with an 

apparent separation between areas where formal inhumation was in occasional use 

and those where human remains were being placed onto domestic or ritual sites (see 

Chapter 10). This division is far from clear, however; a mix of traditions are present in 

Shetland, and disarticulated human remains appear on settlements in the southern 

Western Isles and Skye, areas geographically separated from Orkney and Caithness 

where this tradition seems to have arisen. During the Late Iron Age, even this tentative 

regional separation of funerary treatment seems to break down, with both formal 

inhumation and domestic deposition of human remains present in every area, as well 

as a resurgence of cremation burial in Argyll and Orkney. 

      If funerary behaviour was not divided according to differing socio-political 

conditions present in independent regions of Atlantic Scotland, what can this tell us 

about the nature of society during this period? As discussed above, it is possible that 

some communities in Atlantic Scotland practised a complex web of funerary 

treatments for individuals with different social statuses or roles, or who died in 

different ways. However, it seems more likely that the great variation in funerary 

treatments evidenced within relatively small areas such as mainland Orkney during the 

Late Iron Age reflects various groups within this society holding different beliefs about 

the correct treatment of the dead. 

    It is increasingly accepted that travel and communication in prehistory would have 

been frequent, and potentially involved considerable distances, allowing the 

transmission of both artefacts and ideas from one region to another. This certainly 
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appears to be the case in Atlantic Scotland, where similarities in domestic architecture 

and material culture show evidence of frequent contact during the long Iron Age. 

Evidence for individuals or groups actually immigrating and settling in new areas is 

harder to detect, but funerary behaviour may provide one indicator of real population 

movement. Isotope evidence could help to clarify this issue. Although only limited 

isotope analysis has been carried out to date on Iron Age human remains, results from 

the Middle Iron Age cemetery of Galson suggest that at least two of the individuals 

buried here may not have been native to the Western Isles (Montgomery et al. 2003: 

650). Individuals clearly travelled around Atlantic Scotland and into this region from 

other parts of Britain and Europe throughout the long Iron Age, and may have brought 

with them funerary traditions based on very different ideas about personal identity, 

social display, and the place of the dead in the world of the living.  

 

 

11.3: The changing context of funerary treatment in Iron Age Atlantic Scotland  

 

     Despite the considerable variation in funerary treatment visible throughout the long 

Iron Age in Atlantic Scotland, and the prevailing lack of mortuary evidence for the Early 

Iron Age, a few more widespread changes are discernible from the Middle Iron Age to 

the Long Iron Age which allow a narrative of changing funerary treatment to be drawn. 

The Middle Iron Age saw the appearance of formal inhumation in the north-west of 

the region, the widespread adoption of the practice of placing human remains on 

domestic sites, and the development of specialised ritual sites such as High Pasture 

Cave and Mine Howe, where human remains were brought and deposited. The Late 
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Iron Age saw the expansion of formal inhumation to further areas of Atlantic Scotland 

such as Orkney, the apparent decline of the tradition of placing human remains onto 

settlements over much of the Western Isles, a shift towards placing remains in 

abandoned rather than occupied settlements, and increasingly varied funerary 

treatment, including the reappearance of cremation. 

      Can any of these changes be explained in terms of widespread social changes in 

Atlantic Scotland, or influences filtering north from the rest of Britain? It has been 

pointed out that archaeologists often struggle to explain changes in burial customs in 

the absence of textual evidence (Sorensen and Rebay 2008: 60). No contemporary 

written evidence is available for the first millennium BC in Scotland; both the 

appearance of inhumation and the practice of domestic deposition of human remains 

clearly precede the Roman invasion of 43 AD. The settlement evidence, however, 

seems to indicate widespread indigenous social change from the Early Iron Age, in 

particular the concentration of resources into the construction of increasingly 

elaborate Atlantic roundhouses. Whether this change in settlement form was caused 

by increasing competition over land, the rise of a controlling elite, or another unknown 

factor, the deposition of human remains on these sites seems to be a practice 

harnessed to this new form of social statement from an early date, adding further 

symbolic power to these structures and the lives of those who inhabited them.  

     The absence of domestic deposition of human remains in a few areas of Atlantic 

Scotland during the Middle Iron Age should not be taken to indicate that settlements 

in these areas were not also the focus of ritual activity; deposits of animal remains and 

artefacts show this not to be the case. Rather, the decision not to use human remains 

for these rites may partly have been due to the rise of a competing mortuary tradition; 
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formal inhumation. This new form of funerary treatment may have been related to the 

ways in which human remains were used on Atlantic roundhouse sites elsewhere, with 

the bodies of particular individuals being separated out from their communities in life 

and death, and used to lay further claim to, or add more symbolic power to, particular 

points in the landscape.  

      Moving into the Late Iron Age, the importance of monumental communal 

settlements seems to have decreased, with a move towards smaller domestic 

structures (Mulville et al. 2003: 31). Although deposits of human remains were still 

made on domestic sites, many of these involved earlier, altered or abandoned Atlantic 

roundhouses. These structures were still visible features of the landscape, a link with 

the past, and a focus for ritual activity; newly built Late Iron Age settlements rarely 

appear to have attained the same character. The changing pattern of domestic 

deposition of human remains adds to the impression that the importance of the home 

as a focus for ritual activity was declining. 

      The increasing use of inhumation burial in late Roman Britain is matched by an 

increase in this funerary treatment in new areas of Atlantic Scotland from 300 AD. It is 

possible that this change spread out from the Western Isles, where formal inhumation 

was already in limited use, to Orkney and Caithness to the north and Argyll to the 

south. The Outer Hebrides do, however, seem to have been viewed in an extremely 

negative light by 7th century writers in Argyll, who described Skye as marking the edge 

of the civilised world (Fraser 2009: 205), and it is perhaps more likely that the 

strengthening Pictish state of central and eastern Scotland, where long-cist burial 

seems to have been adopted from the 5th century AD (Grieg et al. 2000: 611), was the 

predominant influence. This widespread change in funerary behaviour, which even in 
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southern Scotland can only problematically be linked to the appearance of Christianity 

(Maldonado 2008), may instead have been based on an increasing recognition of the 

importance of individual identity during life and after death. In Orkney and the north-

east mainland at least, the changing political and social climate may have resulted in 

greater personal power for certain members of society, reflected both in an increase in 

personal ornamentation and a rise in use of individual burial. 

     The growing power of the Pictish state seems to have affected a dramatic shift in 

the power balance of Scotland during the first millennium AD. Although no textual 

evidence exists for the development of chiefdoms or kingdoms in the far northern 

mainland, the Western Isles and Shetland, which may have remained essentially 

‘farmer republics’ until the Norse period (Fraser 2009: 66-7), there is documentary 

evidence that Orkney had developed kingship and held strong links with the Pictish 

state (Foster 2004: 33), and Argyll was at the centre of a complex Dalriadan territory 

from the 7th century AD (Fraser 2009: 121). Both of these areas may have become 

considerably more cosmopolitan during this period, with an increase in trade and 

cultural influences. Real movement of groups of people, who brought with them 

different religious beliefs and traditions, may be visible in the diverse funerary 

landscape of these regions during the Late Iron Age. 

     Finally, though hard to detect in the mortuary evidence from this period, the 

growing power of the Christian church from the 6th century AD must have had an 

impact on society in Atlantic Scotland. Although only a few churchyard burial grounds 

probably dating to the Late Iron Age directly show the influence of the new religion, 

mortuary behaviour may not be an entirely accurate indicator of conversion. Reynolds 

has argued that the early Christian period in Anglo-Saxon England produced a greater 
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diversity in funerary behaviour than the preceding pagan period (Reynolds 2009: 180), 

and the same appears to be true in parts of Atlantic Scotland, where domestic 

deposition of human remains and cremation burial continued alongside formal 

inhumation beyond the end of the long Iron Age. 

       The important role that human remains held for Iron Age communities in Atlantic 

Scotland, reflected in the diverse mortuary traditions in use during this period, must 

have been hard to relinquish to the increasingly orthodox traditions of the church. This 

may have been especially true of the use and deposition of human remains on 

domestic sites, which had been practised in some areas for over a thousand years, and 

which seems to have continued into the Norse period. The introduction of churchyard 

burial to all regions of Atlantic Scotland may therefore have taken more time than is 

traditionally assumed. It did, however, eventually succeed, and was to become the 

controlling force behind mortuary treatment from the Medieval period up to the 

present day, marking the end of a long period of variation and diversity in the 

treatment of the dead.  

 

      

 


